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TITLE DETAILS 

Workshop title: ‘Promotion of best practices for national environmental 
information systems and tools for data harvesting at EU level’ 

Workshop length: 90 

Workshop type: discussion/brainstorming on the topic    

Expected number participants: about 30-40 

WORKSHOP FACILITATOR DETAILS 

Name: Jandirk Bulens (Stefan Jensen/Robert Tomas) 

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION INCLUDING LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

For years the European Commission has been promoting the 
development of openly accessible environmental information at all 
levels. The Directive 2003/4/EC on Access to Environmental 
Information, and the European Spatial Data Infrastructure Directive 
INSPIRE-2007/2/EC set the legal framework on the subject. 

The number of systems, tools, databases, and repositories, as result of 
this active promotion is substantial. These systems have however been 
developed for specific uses and purposes. This means, they differ 
appreciably in anticipated use, type of user addressed, complexity, 
connectivity, usability, completeness, quality, and other aspects. In 
addition, the legal obligation to report and monitor throughout the full 
environmental domain is showing a scattered landscape of different 
environmental management information systems linked to 
specifications of the regulatory framework. Since these information 
systems are intended for common use to support the environmental 
acquis, aligning these data would be a major benefit. 

The project ‘Promotion of best practices for national environmental 
information systems and tools for data harvesting at EU level’ is setting 
up a guidance to align these systems and to explore ways to extract 
information on environmental data. Guidelines are based on good 
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examples of current practice and therefore input is used from different 
stakeholders in the EU.  

In this workshop we want to present first findings in the project and we 
want to have a discussion with stakeholders on this topic. Exchange 
experiences especially for those working with INSPIRE data when it 
comes to finding and using environmental data throughout Europe for 
own your use.  

The outcomes of the workshop will help to create a guidance to set up 
and/or improve Environmental Information systems to active 
disseminate information on the environment and facilitate the 
extraction of data and information for further use by policy officers. 

 

WORKSHOP REQUIREMENTS 

Instructions for participants: (laptop, pre-workshop preparation). Please note that any 
additional materials (flipcharts, post-it, pens, etc.) required for the running of the workshops 
should be provided by the workshop organisers.        

For the workshop we would use a ‘open space’ setting, meaning 
breaking up in different groups and discuss in each group ideas 
brought up by the participants. We have no instructions for the 
participants but we need flipcharts for each group, depending on the 
size of the workshop, but around 4 groups in total. 

 

DETAILED WORKSHOP AGENDA  

 

1) Introduction and presenting the project 

2) Presenting findings as a base for the discussion

3) Introduction to the ‘open space’ session

a. Brainstorm on discussion topics for the discussion groups 
with a brief introduction of each of the topics 

b. Selection of max 4 topics  

c. Discussion in groups and walking around 

4) Summary of the group discussions  

5) Concluding and closing the workshop




